CALL TO ORDER:

INVOCATION
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
ROLL CALL

FOIA:
NOTICE OF THE MEETING WITH AN AGENDA WAS PUBLICLY POSTED, PUBLISHED, AND FORWARDED TO THE MEDIA NO LESS THAN 24 HOURS PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT.

MAYOR’S REPORT:

A. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
B. McCLEOD LORIS HOSPITAL REPORT
C. UPDATES FROM ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

COMMITTEE REPORTS:

FINANCE / ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE - VERBAL
PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE - VERBAL
INFRASTRUCTURE COMMITTEE – VERBAL
COMMUNITY PROGRAMS COMMITTEE – VERBAL
EXECUTIVE SESSION:

DISCUSSION OF PERSONNEL AND CONTRACTUAL MATTERS

NOTICE: ACTION MAY BE TAKEN ON MATTERS DISCUSSED IN EXECUTIVE SESSION

DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS:

A. PUBLIC WORKS- WILL BE VERBALLY PROVIDED
B. CODE ENFORCEMENT- WILL BE VERBALLY PROVIDED
C. RECREATION DEPARTMENT- WILL BE VERBALLY PROVIDED
D. POLICE DEPARTMENT- ATTACHED
E. FIRE DEPARTMENT- ATTACHED

PUBLIC AND PRESS COMMENTS:

ADJOURNMENT:

YOU TUBE LINK:

COUNCIL MEETINGS WILL NOW BE STREAMED LIVE ON THE CITY OF LORIS’S YOU TUBE CHANNEL LINK IS BELOW.

https://youtu.be/-hAMXcaw061